Stage 4 - Lesson 59

LESSON 59
surround
What surrounds this building?

... surround/surrounds
this building

sword
When did soldiers stop using swords in battle?
Soldiers stopped using swords in
battle more than a hundred years ago

computer

internet

website

information

Do you think computers make your life easier or more
I think computers make my life ...
difficult?
Do you often use the internet for finding information?
Yes, I often use the internet for finding information
~ No, I don't often use the internet for finding information

Do you like shopping on the internet?

Yes, I like
shopping on the internet ~ No, I
don't like shopping on the internet

What are some of the most popular websites in the world?
Some of the most popular websites in the world are ...

turn on
What am I doing?
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turn off
You're turning the light on and off

Sample
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Do you turn off your computer when you go to bed at night?
Yes, I turn off my computer when
I go to bed at night ~ No, I don't turn
off my computer when I go to bed at night

great

lake

The word ‘”great” generally means “very good” but it can sometimes mean “big” or
“important”. For example, “That film is great” means “That film is very good”, but
when we speak about “the Great Lakes“ in North America, we mean that they are very
big, and when we say that somebody is “a great man”, we generally mean that they
are important in public life.

What does the word “great“ mean?

The word
‘”great” generally means “very good”
but it can sometimes mean “big” or “important”

Give me an example of the word “great” meaning “very
This film is great! I know a great restaurant near here
good”.
Who do you think is your greatest friend?

I think my
greatest friend is ...

Tell me the names of some great people in history.
The names of some great people in history are
Mahatma Gandhi, Albert Einstein, Marie Curie etc.

Who do you think was the greatest man that ever lived?
I think ... was the greatest man that ever lived

Which is the greatest city in your country?

Sample

... is the
greatest city in my country
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